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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the author recalls hardware failures
observed on satellites over the years; makes some
observations about today’s environment of trying to
build and test satellites; and makes specific
recommendations concerning testing in general, as well
as specifically addressing box-, payload-, spacecraft-,
and full up satellite-level testing. The recommendations
are intended to provide insight into how to produce
satellites better, cheaper, and faster.
INTRODUCTION
Today‘sbusiness environment of trying to produce
satellites better, cheaper, and faster has created a
challenge for test personnel as well as designers.
For many of the previous satellite projects, functioning
of the satellite was of primary importance, with budget
concerns remaining a secondary consideration. Satellite
hardware was made redundant; simplicity of design was
stressed; multiple builds were made; and testing was
done to the extreme. One present trend is to build
satellites that are more complicated (closer to the state
of the art outside the satellite community). In many
cases the trend is to build fewer duplicate satellites, and
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yet produce each new design more economically, with
minimal risk of failure. This is a difficultjob!

This paper does not address picosats, microsats, or
probably even smallsats (<50 kg), but rather those
satellites which have payloads and spacecraft being
developed separately, and in parallel, before being
integrated into a satellite. (My definition of spacecraft
is that part of the satellite which provides such things as
power generation and distribution, uplink commands,
downlink data, attitude control and determination, and
structure. The payload is that part of the satellite that
performs the actual mission.)
LESSONS LEARNED
During my years of producing satellite payloads, I have
observed failures of almost every different kind of
hardware that could possibly fail: (e.g. resistors,
capacitors, connectors, diodes, transistors, integrated
circuits, relays, bulkhead mounted ElectroMagnetic
Interference @MI) filters, incandescent lamps, fuses,
printed circuit boards, plated-through holes, sensors,
motor bearings, mechanisms, paint, conformal coatings,
optical filter coatings, thermal tape, adhesives, thrusters,
microswitches, rivets, wire, wire bonds, wire crimps,
soldering, etc.). Some of these failures were “infant
failures”; parts which failed immediately upon, or soon
after, their first use. Other failures only became
apparent after environmental stress testing (such as
thermal cycling, thermal vacuum, or vibration), or longduration testing. Manufacturing/assemblytechniques
which caused problems included: contamination inside
the part package or on the die, incorrectly labeled parts,
incorrect parts used, parts mounted backwards, missing
parts, contamination directly on the outside of the part
package, tapped holes which had never been cleaned,
solder blobs inside a box, cable service loops which
were too tight, inadequate bend radius on component
leads, loose screws, inadequate clearances, and loose
lens retainer rings.

I have observed operational failures due to design errors
or misunderstandings (e.g. inadequate margins, timing
races, blown flight fuses because their blow curves were
different than that for the test fuses, and entire satellites
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somehow commanded to a nonsensicallnon-recoverable
mode, etc.).

I have observed operational failures due to EM1 (e.g. a
payload which responded to the magnetic field
generated by a nearby earth sensor, a command uplink
receiver which locked onto a harmonic of a nearby
subsystem and prevented further commanding, and high
level noise which was generated in only one mode of a
subsystem due to higher currents/faster rise times).
I have observed working payloads partially or
completely ruined by environmental overtesting and
mishandling: (e.g. payloads vibrated so long they
physically fell apart, blown fuses caused by probing,
connectors mismated, contamination spread on satellites
by an air conditioning system, dropped satellites,
"purple plague" basically caused by inadequate
cleaning, condensation due to a vacuum chamber
backfill being below the dew point, latent failures
caused by ElectroStatic Discharge (ESD), mop water
slopped onto flight equipment, a trailblazer satellite
model which was dropped coming out of a thermal
vacuum facility, a payload in a shipping container
which was dropped off a loading ramp leading into the
cargo compartment of an aircraft, oil contamination
from a thermal vacuum diffusion pump, water damage
from a failed sprinkler head, and wood shipping
containers which were impossible to clean and left
wood slivers all over a flight payload).
I have also observed some things that did not cause
failures, but which could have (e.g. a wasp inside a
payload, non-pneumatic tires on airport cargo vehicles
causing a severe shock environment, and a coffee cup
ring on top of a flight box).
The point I am trying to make with the preceding list is
there are a lot of things that can wrong during the
process of designing, manufacturing, assembling,
testing and delivering a flightworthy satellite.
What we need to do with our testing is to detect the bad
parts, manufacturing problems, and design errors
without hurting the satellite by overtesting or
mishandling, and to do so at a reasonable cost.
OBSERVATIONS
Since the trend is toward having fewer on-board
redundancies, using fewer high-reliability parts, and
trying to reduce timebudget spent during design and
manufacturing, it seems that the importance of testing is

increasing; therefore, the relative percentage of the
project budget that we are willing to spend on testing
should increase. In the case of a failure, there will not
be a redundant subsystem to switch to! Fortunately, the
same improved technologies that have given us more
complex systems has also given us higher commanding
and data rates which do speed up testing from long ago
(try checking out a system with only one and a half
BITS PER SECOND of data transmission).
The fact that many of the subsystems are no longer
redundant shortens overall test time during payload-,
spacecraft-, and satellite-leveltesting.
Some of the failure types (e.g. incorrect parts, parts
mounted backwards, infant mortalities) should be
quickly detectable during box-level testing; others (e.g.
inadequate cable service loops) require environmental
stress testing to show up (either box-level or higherlevel); and some (e.g. latent ESD damage, timing races)
may take hundreds of hours of accumulated testing
before they ever show up (if they show up at all!).
Unfortunately, on many projects, by the time you start
satellite-level testing, the remaining time and budget is
very limited.

In our present economic environment, all parts of
projects, including testing, will be under pressure to
conserve funds for the projects to remain marketable.
Nevertheless, I think that a rigorous test program is
required in order to deliver a good-quality satellite. For
a satellite that is designed for a lifetime of one year, I
suggest that it must have at least 500 hours of powered
satellite-level testing. (It will get almost 20 times that
amount of operation during the frst year on orbit and
may get more before it fails, is turned off, or operating
funding is withdrawn.) I think that the following
recommendations will help optimize the testing. As far
as eliminating testing in order to save money, note that I
recommend performing environmental testing only at
the satellite level and using the flight structure to
perform protoflight level environmental testing. (The
more traditional approach also contains environmental
testing at the payload and spacecraft levels and requires
a mass structural model to perform qualification level
environmental testing.)
RECOMMENDATIONS

The following are philosophies that I suggest be used to
maximize the chance of detecting the type of failures

that I have experienced. They are not listed in any
order of priority. The more things you do, the more
likely you will detect things which may keep your
satellite from working correctly and avoid doing things
which could hurt your satellite. Note that some of the
recommendations don't really "cost" you anything--they
just help give you direction. (In many cases, I think
these things are similar to what you hear in quality
training; if you follow these guidelines, you may save
money rather than spend money.)
Observe the precept that "One test is worth a
thousand expert opinions". Simulations and modeling
are nice if you can afford them, but they are only as
good as the person doing the simulatiodmodeling. I
have seen several simulations that did not surface a
problem which showed up soon after the flight
hardware was powered. (This has also been expressed
as "test early, test often, and test rigorously".)
0 Follow the medical doctors advice: "First, do nothing
that will cause harm". Be careful; avoid mishandling,
ESD, inadequate cleaning/contamination,excessive
vibration, connector mismating, and condensation type
problems by creating and following manufacturing,
inspection, assembly, and test procedures. Treat the
flight hardware like it really is flight hardware.

Promote an attitude of caring and paying attention.
Many problems can be easily detected if the personnel
performing a procedure are paying attention. Be on the
lookout for things that just don't seem right (e.g. a box
which rocks when being installed on a mounting plate
indicates that one of the surfaces is not flat, and could
easily lead to excessive electrical bonding resistance,
mechanical stress, excessive thermal bonding resistance,
or a misalignment).
0 Perform all testing as close to flight configuration as
possible, especially all satellite-level testing. This is
your best chance to see how everything is going to work
together. For example, if a deployable item will
typically be in a certain position during most of the
orbit, do a reasonable amount of testing with it in that
position.
0 Get test performance personnel and testedground
station designers involved with the design of the flight
system during the conceptual and detailed design stages
of the project to make sure that the satellite is testable in
a reasonable fashion: (e.g. make sure the design
includes enough status and state of health monitors to
be able to figure out what is going on if an anomalous

condition occurs, and make sure the design provides
onboard built-in end-to-end test circuitry, etc.).
In general, try to use the same tester hardware and
software (or at least maximize the similarities) for
payload, spacecraft, and satellite level testing at all
locations, as well as for the user interface part of the
ground station. Make the commanding interface and
the data displays identical. If possible, use
commanding, data displays, and operator interfaces
which are familiar and compatible with other ongoing
satellite designs.
Get cooperationfagreementhvolvement on a test
plan and test procedures with managers and flight
designers. Get managers and flight designers to help
define appropriate testing at box, subsystem, payload,
spacecraft, and satellite levels. Test levels should be
carefully specified to preclude overtesting, either in
magnitude or duration. The test plan should include
direction for retesting following failures (e.g. what tests
will need to be repeated, limits on the total amount of
time of vibration testing, etc.). The test plan should
include direction for storage at the various levels of
hardware buildup.
The flight designers should consider the amount of
money allocated to computerized testers and the ground
station user interface, and then specify the requirements
for the way the testers and ground station accept
commands and present data.
Get the flight designers to help specify how their
subsystems are to be tested, to help generate the test
procedures, and then to observe the actual test data and
to troubleshoot their subsystems. Get the people who
perform the ground testing to perform the orbital
operations. (This is an example of what we call cradleto-grave involvement, which is much more economical
than having the flight designers throw their designs over
the wall to the testers and then walk away, or
developing separate sets of tester and ground station
personnel!)
0 Be reasonable when trying to do performance testing
at the satellite level. Observe the 80/20 rule: you can
test 80% of the satellite with 20% of the work, but it
will take another 80% of the work to test the remaining
20% of the performance. Leave the remaining 20% of
performance testing to be done during box- or
subsystem-level testing.

Be willing to spend a fair amount of time doing
detailed test planning--it will pay off in the end.
Planning should encompass facility requirements,
mechanical and electrical support equipment, and what
should be tested in the different test procedures. A
general observation on projects (and testing) is that the
sooner you can identify a problem, the cheaper it is to
solve. p l a n on having breakout boxes and card
extenders before you need them.)
Some testing can only be reasonably performed at the
box level. Other testing can only be reasonably
performed during payload-, spacecraft-, or satellitelevel testing--do the testing at the level that makes the
most sense.
Perform all in-depth performance testing at the lowest
practical level, concentrating on box-level testing. The
further you get into the test schedule, the harder it is to
activate every single interface in a predictable manner.
During box-level or subsystem-level testing, include
visual inspections for correct part types and lack of
contamination, fit checks, weight measurement, power
measurement, functional testing, performance testing,
margin tests, and temperature testing over the full
functional temperature range. (Cables should be tested
visually for proper connectors, bent pins,
contamination, proper lacing, weight measurement, and
electrically for continuity and shorting.)
During payload-level testing, include mechanical and
electrical integration of all subsystems, visual
inspections, weight and center-of-gravity
measurements, functional testing, performance testing,
power measurements, interface to spacecraft testing,
calibration measurement, testing of deployables, and
alignments. Note that I am recommending skipping
thermal vacuum, ElectroMagnetic Compatibility
(EMC), and vibratiodshocldacoustic testing during
payload-level testing. (This will save significant time
and money, but if a problem exists, it will delay its
detection d l satellite-level testing.)
During spacecraft-level testing, include mechanical
and electrical integration of all subsystems, visual
inspections, weightkenter-of-gravitylmass moments of
inertia measurements, functional testing, performance
testing, power measurements, deployment testing,
interface to payload testing, interface to launch vehicle
testing, and alignments. Note that I am recommending
skipping thermal vacuum, EMC, and vibratiodshocld
acoustic testing. (This will save significant time and

money, but if a problem exists, it will delay its detection
until satellite-leveltesting.)
During satellite-level testing, include
payloadspacecraft mechanical and electrical
integration, visual inspections, weightkenter-of-gravity
measurements, functional testing, EMC testing, some
performance testing, deployment testing, acceptancelevel vibratiodshocW acoustic testing, thermal balance
and thermal vacuum testing. (If parts of the satellite are
going to be powered during launch, power those parts
during thermal vacuum testing pump down, and also
during the vibratiodshockl acoustic test.) All satellitelevel electrical testing should Be performed at nominal
bus voltage except the performance test, which should
be run at the bus extremes. Make sure heaters are
cycled during EMC testing.
0 Do not do qualification level testing on the satellite
structure, but rather do protoflight level testing on the
combined payload and spacecraft structures, refurbish
them, or revalidate them, and use as the flight
structures.

Maximize the amount of parallel testing (e.g. during
satellite-level testing, test as many of the subsystems as
you can in parallel in an unscheduled way, so that
during repeated testing sequences, the chances are that
you have done testing with the subsystems in many
different modes). Be sure to do some testing in each
redundancy with all other redundancies.
Maximize the amount of testing done "end to end"
during satellite-level testing, either by using built-in-test
mechanisms or external stimulators.
All testing should be adequately documented and
controlled. Tests run from a verbal procedure are likely
to be unworthy and unrepeatable. Pictures taken during
the various stages of a project help document the
progress and have often proven invaluable. Store and
maintain the test data until it can no longer possibly be
needed. Make the test data readable. Have a written
log of daily test activities to maintain a full test history.
When an unexpected result is observed during testing,
halt the test and spend some time investigating/
troubleshooting what could have caused the anomaly.
Do not just abort the test and repeat it. I have observed
timing races and incompatibilities that only show up
once out of several hundred times, and a repeated test
may cover up the problem! Disassembly of flight
hardware or demating of flight connectors to

troubleshoot an anomaly should only be done as a last
resort after review and direction from flight designers
and project management.
Promote truthfulness; a person confessing to
dropping a component, admitting that a crimping
operation "felt funny", or asking to have a data printout
explained may save a lot of money later in the project.
0 All testing should be performed by appropriately
trained and qualified personnel.

The two person rule should be observed when flight
gear is exposed at the satellite-level. This helps protect
against both intentional and unintentional incidents
involving flight equipment.
All interfaces should be tested as soon as possible.
Thought should be given to mechanical interfaces (e.g.
envelopes, footprints, bolt patterns) as well as electrical
interfaces (e.g. voltage range, current, fusing, wire
sizes) and electronic interfaces (e.g. voltages, currents,
rise/fall times, pulse widths, impedances).
0

Have a person in attendance anytime the satellite is
powered. Either that person, or (preferably) a
computer, should be continuously monitoring the state
of health of the satellite.
Automate all tests which will be performed more than
a handful of times.
Perform tests in all modes that are reasonable,
including those which will occur if individual pieces of
hardware fail (e.g. during satellite-leveltesting, power
down units which can be unpowered in orbit to make
sure the design accommodates their being unpowered
and that there are no sneak current paths). Check to
make sure that the power consumption in these modes is
reasonable.
Limit the number of shipments of hardware between
buildings and facilities at the payload, spacecraft, and
satellite levels. Extra shipments cost money and
increase the likelihood of a problem/disaster.
If you have the choice between a few people working
full time and a lot of people working part time,
maximize the percentage of time people are working on
one project. They will be more efficient, less
miscommunication will occur, and they will feel more
responsibility for project success.

Most satellite-level functional and performance tests
should be combinations of payload-level and spacecraftlevel functional and performance tests which have been
run (and debugged) previously. Also try to use these
same canned commands on-orbit with the ground
station.
0 Consider using a trailblazer (mass model) to test how
the satellite will fit in thermal vacuum, mass properties,
and vibration facilities, as well as handling fEtures and
shipping containers.

Try to use commercial off-the-shelf hardware and
software as much as possible in the tester and ground
station.
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Make sure the tester and ground station has a self
diagnostic so it can be validated on a periodic basis
without having to use the satellite.
Have a written procedure for how to approach
troubleshooting at payload-, spacecraft-, and satellitelevel testing. This should assume the problem is
intermittent as a worst case. This would include such
things as performing a detailed examination of the
schematic to see if the problem was explainable, not
disassembling flight hardware until it was the only
option left, having a clean drop cloth under a box to
catch and easily see any contamination that falls out
when an electronic card is removed from the box, etc.
The tester and ground station should check
commands which might be in violation of payload,
spacecraft, or satellite constraints, and present an
appropriate warning message and opportunity for the
operator to confirm the command.
SUMMARY
A summary of problems experienced during buildups of
previous satellite projects was presented including bad
parts, manufacturing problems, and design errors.
Observations concerning redundancies, parts quality,
budgets and schedules for satellites in the present
economic environment were presented.
Recommendations were made to economically detect
the bad parts, manufacturing problems, and design
errors at a reasonable cost, but without hurting the
satellite.
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Example of ''Purple Plague'' caused by inadequate cleaning and moisture
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Example of solder blob contamination inside box

Example of cracked cold solderjoint

Example of bad plated-through hole

Example of damage to solder joint caused by probing during troubleshooting
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Example of contamination on a die

Example of recessed twist-pin connector contact

Example of stress caused component lead failure
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